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April 4, 2022 - 5:00 P.M 

Present:  

Town Clerk: Linda Corey-Hackett 

Town Treasurer: Cathi Feeley 

 

Selectboard: Christine Emmons, Joe Allard, Mark Daigle 

Zoning Administrator: Mike Harris 

Minutes Clerk: Valerie Desmarais 

Guests: 

Cathie Wheeler 

Chris Manges 

Elise Lawson 

Dana Gray 
Roger Laramee 
Norman Patenaude 
Jim Hinman 
Colin Maki via ZOOM  
Joe called the meeting to order at 5:00. 

Christine motioned to approve the minutes as written. Joe seconded, so moved. 

Roger Laramee came before the board to get an update on the progress of his water line request. Roger and the board 

reviewed the map; Christine noted that School St has just been paved and cutting into the road and laying the pipe to 

cross the road is going to impact the new hot top. Joe again discussed having the hole bored under the road. The Board 

is ok with the basic mapping of the project, Roger needs ¾ inch of pipe, and Christine noted that there is typically a 

sleeve around the pipe in the event of a broken pipe. The contractor is not available until later in April, which does give 

the town time to make a contract and amend the deed, etc. Christine suggested Roger continue to research the options 

and we will revisit at the next meeting. 

Colin Maki / Text My Gov: He had a PowerPoint : Three major features of the service: Report issues / Find information / 

Receive Alerts. Text MY Gov only partners with government agencies. He invited the board to text in to see how the 

system works: He showed how the internal process looks, there is a guest dashboard with a log for the texts that are 

sent and received. The tracking data belongs to the town. There are topics that will be loaded in by the TextMyGov 

admin, and these canned responses to issues can be customized. Emails can also be forwarded to the correct 

departments responsible for the whatever the issue is. Messages can also be sent out; if a citizen want to receive alerts, 

they can set it up and can opt out at any time. Alerts can be scheduled for town wide notifications.  

Christine asked Mike to review the fees associated with the service; it is $3000 annually. The fee is based on the town 

population – Burke is allotted 25k texts, if there any “leftover”, that number “rolls over”. Christine noted that the folks 

who would probably utilize the service are probably already engaged with The Burke Community Forum on FB and or 
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the email -list serve,  and it still leaves a gap for people with out the technology. Mr. Maki described great success with 

reaching folks who do not have internet and don’t use social media. 

Conservation Committee:  

Elise Lawson spoke on behalf of the committee and Asked the board to re-consider utilizing ARPA funds to help with the 

Victory Town Forest project. The ask is for $77,000. $45k has been raised through grants and donations. The “master 

plan” reiterated the goals of the conservation commission. Christine wonders if the commission has been able to 

leverage any financial support from the state. The committee has had long standing goals for conservation; Chris noted 

that the current proposal fits the long-standing goals of the Conservation Committee. Support for Town Forests was 

strong at town meeting, Christine noted that the wording of the non-binding article specifically stated that no taxpayer 

funds were to be used to finance the forests. Christine also noted that there is merit and a benefit to the town; the Willy 

woods property has alternative funding due to being new to the conservation forest effort. The Victory Road Forest has 

better access due to the location and the beginning of a parking area;  funds are more available for development once 

the property has been purchased. Christine wondered about the timeline – purchase and sales agreement has been 

signed; the owners are willing to wait past the deadline to close. The Northern Pasture property is 103 acres on both 

sides of the road. Christine noted that a special meeting will be held to go over all the ARPA Fund proposals. Chris 

Manges asked about compromise – this does not need to be an “all or nothing” proposal, but having a figure will help 

the committee work towards next steps.  

Norm Patenaude of Pike Paving came before the board re: paving on Burke Hollow Road and the top - coat of the 

Victory Road; he has submitted a proposal. Hollow Road to include cemetery by the elementary school, to end just past 

the Burke Green Cemetery; stopping short of Pete’s Pond makes sense as that culvert will be replaced this summer. The 

Victory Road definitely needs to be done, as well as the Hollow Road as the Paving Grant expires; the paving budget is a 

little short of the numbers in the bid. The board signed the Victory Road bid but needs to revise the length of the Hollow 

Rd paving to fit within the budget and grant. Norm indicated a schedule opening in Mid-May otherwise later in the year. 

Jack Chase: Burke resident and elementary school teacher in Newark, came before the board to talk about a French 

immersion program; he is wondering about having a town vote to support a program for bi-lingual education. Joe 

wondered if Jack had anything written, Jack can get a lot of info; Christine notes this probably is a school district issue, 

and not sure of the town’s role. She did note that in general it sounds like a good idea. The fact of proximity to Canada 

was noted and the importance of French as a second language in the hospitality industry. 

Orchard Road: Letter from Michele and Frank Green noted that the plow wingback broke the standpipe of their 

waterlines and water shut offs and spread a lot of gravel on their lawns and yard. They are asking the town to pay for 

the damage. Jim Hinman stated that he had not done anything different for the last 15 years; The road is narrow, but 

the board feels that the sand and gravel deposits are a common situation to anyone living on a dirt road. Christine noted 

that there had been a verbal plan and agreement to address drainage, but the Greens then didn’t want it. Another letter 

re: Orchard Road from Rob and Jen Graham also sent a letter regarding the wingback clipping a tree that was uprooted – 

Mark went and looked and that tree has been dead for a while. There is no perfect scenario, the town has a 50’ ROW. 

Setting up a visual delineation may be helpful for setting the expectation of what that ROW looks like. Christine 

proposed a letter in response; it is agreed that the drainage be addressed as per agreement last fall; the sediment needs 

to be addressed as an environmental issue. Jim noted that culverts are indicated.  

Christine for Dave Kaufman: Road Foreman’s Report: 

 Mud Season hit hard; there is now an account with Sicard’s in Barton for 24 access to gravel and stone, gravel is being 

spread, grading may commence this week. Orchard Road is being ditched by the homeowner which is making the issue 

worse. Is there any conversation about trimming the roadside brush at homeowners in Burke Hollow? Joe will send a 



letter with a general explanation of what needs to be done to make The Hollow safer. The Freightliner has been repaired 

– was taken care of in 2 days by Pepins. The Walk and Roll roller may not be in until October. Dave is still asking for a 

meeting re: the town garage. What is the status of the purchase? It was noted that owning the property is the priority, 

the salt shed is another work in progress. There needs to be a special meeting for the town highway budget review. 

Scheduling was discussed – 04.11.22 was agreed upon. Jim noted that the town garage is totally inadequate; insurance 

inspection revealed many safety violations, Jim stressed that the timeline needs to be accelerated. Christine noted that 

there are issues that need to be addressed – wetland delineation is next and will take a couple of months. Joe got plans 

from a site in New Haven and we could utilize those plans without having to hire an engineer which could save 

significant funds and compress the timeline.  

Joe reported that he has looked into low percentage loans and also grants to alleviate the financial burden of this 

project. 

Mike gave the ZA report: Mike spoke with Julie Follinsby ( VT State wetlands engineer). She will make the decision 

regarding the need for a wetlands delineation at the town garage site. Rick Schwag and Tom Williamson have been 

contacted; they will be served. He is still waiting to hear about the Howard Bailey judgement; Mike has been working 

with the PC; Primitive Campsites are on their list of issues to discuss. Alison Low continues to work with the PC. Village 

Designation was renewed. Christine wonders if the Murray (Schwag owned) building were demolished and cleaned up, if 

the board might then discuss reducing the fines- If this would then accelerate selling the building? Joe suggests that if 

there is a signed offer we should let that “play out”. Beaner’s Garage was discussed, Andy Bean did come into 

compliance for the inspection by Mike but will continue to be monitored. The next fines will be $500. 

Cathi has a list of delinquent taxes, including Rick Schwag, Gargone, TBK and Mike Nichols will be scheduled for tax sale.  

Mike reported that the Town was awarded the Transportation Alternatives Grant for $300k for a new salt shed. 

Christine noted  that the total cost of the salt shed is expected to be quite a bit higher than the 300k. There is a 75k 

grant match from the town for this funding.  

Shelving proposal for The Vault: Joe described  the space as totally outgrown. There are a few options for funding, the 

bid from Dupont Storage Systems expires 04.05. They designed the original vault. Joe made a motion to accept the bid, 

Christine seconded, and so moved.  

Achilles Garage Door estimate: $4,336 for a door between the bays. $4,440 for a higher R value. The entire building is 

not insulated. Christine noted that that seemed high. Mark wondered about getting roll up doors for less money. Mark 

will follow up. The exterior door of steel should be a standard steel door with safety wired glass and 2-hour fire rating, 

these can be purchased for around $800.00. Mike had previously gotten a quote for $3000. 

Mowing and Trimming for East Burke Park and Town Office needs to go out to bid. Linda will draw up the specs. 

Christine addressed Roadside Mowing; there are standards for “hydrologically connected” road segments and Burke has 

a lot of segments that do not meet the MRGP permit and we are obligated to correct by the end of the year. She 

suggests that if roadside mowing can be bid out it gives the road crew more time to make these corrections. Roadside 

mowing bids can be solicited, we need a good description of what is wanted to make it clear about the specifications for 

this work. Cathi noted that there was a budget increase for this; it could be broken into mowing and brush cutting. As for 

upgrading road segments, Christine has the data, and Dave has access. The technology is mobile and accessible via 

smartphone and / or Dave’s tablet. The inventory (list of projects) needs to be updated first. Christine will assist, it is a 

lot of data entry work.  

Event in East Burke Park: Story Walk in East Burke Park. NCHC partnering with local organizations to hold a story walk. 

They are expecting up to 25 participants. The board is in unanimous support of this. 05.21.22. 



Mask Mandate in the town office: can the mandate be lifted? Cathi noted that they are in the office all day long, visitors 

are only in the office for a short time; Covid variations are still present. Joe noted that the new air filtration is designed 

to mitigate airborne pathogens. Joe motioned to propose a vote to repeal the mask mandate. The board agreed that 

masks need not be mandated.  There will still be a sign on the door requesting visitors to wear a mask.  

VLCT Routine Hazard walk through for insurance purposes; there are repairs being planned to address the hazards. Mold 

on the walls at the town sheds is a health issue and needs to be addressed; ventilation also needs to be addressed. Joe 

will reach out to someone to get this done. 

Rubbish Bags and Sticker price: if this goes to $4.00 that will generate 18k if the same number of stickers are sold. 

Christine made a motion to go to $4.00 effective immediately. All in favor. Businesses buying/re-selling rubbish stickers 

will be contacted. 

Linda received a phone call re: the need for a Cross Traffic sign at the intersection of Darling Hill and East Darling Hill. 

Uphill from East Burke has the right of way. The board noted that there is signage and stop signs and felt a new sign is 

not necessary.  

Cathi spoke with Janice at Edward Jones re: the portfolio. The update can be a zoom meeting or in person. Can this be 

scheduled for the next SB meeting via zoom? Cathi will follow up.  

The Board moved into Executive Session to review Town Administrator applicants at 7:35. The Board came put of 

Executive Session at 7:50. Christine made a motion to extend the Town Administrator posting until at least April 15 and 

potentially until May 1st to obtain additional applicants. Joe seconded and all in favor. 

A special meeting to discuss ARPA funding will be scheduled later for some time in April. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:10. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Valerie Desmarais  

 

 

 

 

 

 


